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The Water Buffalo Visit 
Baby Animals
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This is Mrs. Water Buffalo.
Her name is Wanda.
Her baby’s name is Willy.
He is a boy.
Wanda is Willy’s mom.
A water buffalo baby is called a calf.
Wanda is big and Willy is little.
Willy says, “Moo-moo-moo.”
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Wanda and Willy
visit Freddy the Frog at his pond.
Freddy’s home is a pond
because frogs
need water to live.
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Frogs lay their eggs in the water.
Frog babies are called tadpoles.
They live in the water.
They need to stay wet.
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Snakes lay eggs too.
They lay them on the land.
They are dry.
When the eggs hatch,
baby snakes come out.
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Next, Wanda and Willy
visit Mrs. Gibbon.
Her name is Gail.
Her baby’s name is Gary.
He is a boy.
Baby gibbons like to play.
Gary says, “Oo-oo-oo.”
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Tina the Tiger has three babies.
She has two girls and one boy.
Their names are Trisha, Tanya, and Terry.
Baby tigers are called cubs.
Trisha, Tanya, and Terry say, “Mew-mew-mew.”
The cubs keep Tina busy.
She is taking a rest.
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Wanda and Willy go to see
Ella the elephant.
Ella is very large.
She has a baby girl named Emma.
Emma is small.
Emma says, “Ee-ee-ee.”
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This is Ed the Elephant.
He is Emma’s Dad.
Every baby has a mom and a dad.
Emma is short, but Ed is tall.
Ella and Ed love their baby Emma.
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Baby elephants
are like baby gibbons.
They like to play.
Emma is playing with a ball.
Is Emma big or small?
Is the ball big or small?
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Michelle the Myna Bird
laid eggs in her nest.
Her eggs are light blue.
When the eggs hatch,
the baby birds are called chicks.
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Myna bird chicks are cute.
They are always hungry.
They say “Peep-peep-peep,
cheep-cheep-cheep.”
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Big and little,
large and small,
short and tall.
Little babies
have moms and dads
who love them all.


